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Imputation methods
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The simplest, not recommended model-donor method for continuous
variables is such in which the imputation model is the linear regression
without auxiliary variables. This corresponds to mean imputation in
ordinary literature.

If the imputation model includes one categorical auxiliary variable, the
method is better but how good it is? You can decide it from the next page
graph. The example is for income as others. The auxiliary variable consists
of four categories. This method is called cell-based mean imputation. It is
not either recommended.





I do not present all
possible methods
here (see the text)
but one real-donor
method only. It
looks better, but if
you carefully you
see values that
have been
borrowed from the
respondents.



The full list of
the results is
here. The
bolded values
are best. We
thus can see
the
performance
since we
know true
values.



Single Imputation (SI)  and Multiple Imputation (MI)

The point estimates of MI are averages of all multiply imputed values (at least 3).
(Rubin 1987/2004). It thus is easy if you have such values. The interval estimates
are not as easy but we do not consider them in details. Look at the chapter. One
example on next page however.



I did not tell this in
training. Sorry. I thus
gave you one
scoring variable that
is the average of
five. As you see, this
falsehood does not
mean much for
uncertainty. But it is
good to tell finally.



General conclusion:
- Imputation thus should be enough successful to be used. It is

often difficult know how successful it is. Fortunately, best
methods are usually fairly easy to recognize  and distinguish
from bad methods. The final decision depends much on the
research target, and hence it is not automatically clear which
criteria are most important.

- There are software’s including SPSS that fairly easily can impute
all missing values. I have tested both SPPS and SAS, and found
that they are not trustable. The big reason is that any technical
tool cannot know what are really needed in each task of the
study.

- If your team is not good in imputing, do not impute at all and
lose your data. Sometimes the results are not still catastrophic.


